Department of Energy
Carlsbad Field Office
P. 0 . Box 3090
Carlsbad , New Mexico 88221

MAR 1 A 2004
Mr. Steve Zappe
New Mexico Environment Department
Hazardous Waste Bureau
2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1
Santa Fe, NM 87505
Subject: Response to Stakeholder a;,d=@~omments on the Class 3 Permit
Modification Request Implementing Section 311 of Pub. L. 108-137
Dear Mr. Zappe:
Enclosed are the responses to stakeholder and Environmental Evaluation Group (EEG)
comments for the Class 3 permit modification request implementing Section 311 of
Pub. L. 108-137.
The comments recorded at the public meeting required a change to the original permit
modification text. Revised text is enclosed and included on a compact disc (CD) in
Word Perfect 8 redline/strike-out format. The changes are highlighted in blue.
If you have any questions, please contact me at (505) 234-7300.
Sincerely,

fk _Fv:_r,R. Paul Detwiler
Acting Manager
Enclosure
cc: w/enclosure
J. Plum, CBFO
R. Chavez, WRES
CBFO M&RC
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Public Meeting Comments:
February 17, 2004: Carlsbad, NM
No comments/questions were provided on the Class 3 Permit Modification Request
Implementing Section 311 of Pub. L. 108-137.

February 19, 2004, Late Session: Santa Fe, NM
Comment: Checking only 10%, what problems may arise if a prohibited item is missed?
Response: WIPP has considered the comment and similar comments at the pre-submittal
workshop is providing additional permit modification text to generally address the statistical
confidence associated with testing. This is particularly important as it pertains to small waste
streams where ten percent of the containers may not produce results of a sufficient confidence
level in order to ensure that no ignitable, corrosive, and reactive wastes are shipped to the
WIPP for disposal. The current verbiage in the permit modification request states that only ten
percent of the waste containers in a waste stream or waste stream lot will be examined using
radiography or visual examination. However, to ensure the statistical confidence desired, at a
minimum, 60 containers or ten percent of the containers in a waste stream or waste stream lot,
whichever is greater, will be confirmed using radiography or visual examination.
Approach for Statistically Selecting Waste Containers for Confirmation
The data obtained from waste examination (i.e., visual examination or radiography) from a
statistically representative subpopulation of the waste shall confirm, with acceptable confidence,
that the waste stream or waste stream lot contains no ignitable, corrosive, or reactive waste.
The results of waste examination indicate the confirmation activity meets the statutory
requirements of Section 311 (a)(1 ). The PMR specifies that a minimum of 60 containers (or ten
percent, whichever is greater) of the containers in a waste stream must be confirmed by visual
examination or radiography. If, during waste examination, ignitable, corrosive, or reactive waste
is found in any of the containers representing the waste stream or waste stream lot, the entire
waste stream or waste stream lot will undergo visual examination or radiography to ensure that
no ignitable, corrosive or reactive waste is shipped to the WIPP. This revision is necessary to
assure proper examination of small waste streams. These waste streams are problematic
because a 10 percent sample may not represent the waste stream characteristics with an
acceptably high confidence. To obtain results that are representative of both large and small
waste streams, a hypergeometric waste examination model is employed.
In order to demonstrate the need for a hypergeometric sampling scheme for small populations,
consider a random sampling from two populations in order to see if they contain any defective
items. If a red bead represents a "defective" item, consider the following two hypothetical
populations:
•
•

100 Beads, of which 10 are Red (10% defective)
1,000 Beads, of which 100 are Red (10% defective).

If one takes a 10% sample of the 100 Beads, there is a 33% chance that one will get zero red
beads. Thus, in one third of the samples, one will conclude that there is a 10% or less defective
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rate, but at only a 67% level of confidence. The chance of missing a defect is so high that the
sampling is ineffective. The sample size is TOO SMALL.
If one takes a 10% sample of the 1000 Beads, there is only a 0.0015% chance that one will get
zero red beads. The chance of missing a defect is so small that the sampling is inefficient - the
sample size is TOO BIG .
One way to sample small populations and assure that the chance of not finding defects remains
at an acceptable confidence level is to use the hypergeometric sampling approach. This is
done by specifying the sample size based upon setting the probability level of falsely declaring
the sample "good". In the above example, one could state that they desire to be "95%
confident" that the population has no more than 10% defects. "95% confident" implies there is
only a 5% chance of declaring the population as "okay" if the population has exactly a 10%
defect rate.
Using the Hypergeometric approach, the appropriate sample sizes for the example populations
are:
Population Size

Sample Size to be 95% confident that no
more 10% of the population is defective
25 (25%)
29 (2.9%)

100
1,000

If we sample 25 beads from the 100 bead population, 19 out of 20 times we should get at least
one red bead. If we sample 29 beads from the 1,000 bead population, 19 out of 20 times we
should get at least one red bead.
The Hypergeometric approach has five quantities that need to be specified.
•
•

•

•
•

The probability of defect in a single item (assumed rate of defect occurrence). For
example, about one percent of the drums coming to the WIPP contain incorrect HWNs.
The defect rate that can be tolerated (must be greater than the assumed rate) . To
establish a sample size, a tolerable error must be assigned. For this exercise, incorrect
HWNs can be tolerated at a rate of five percent. (In reality five percent error is not
tolerated in the PMR and if a single container has ignitable, corrosive, or reactive waste,
the hypergeometric process is abandoned and 100 percent of the containers will
undergo waste examination).
The confidence level. The values 90% or 95% are typically used in the HWFP. (Note
that the only way to be 100% confi9ent that there are no defects is to do a 100% sample,
however, Pub. L. 108-137 specifies less than a 100 percent sample).
The population size (N). For example, a drum population may be equal to 1000.
The number of samples (n) taken from the entire population (N). The number of drums
randomly sampled from the 1000 drum population equals 60.

The hypergeometric model has a specific structure. The first step in building the structure is to
establish a tolerable exceedance rate . The HWFP uses a 14 percent tolerable exceedance rate
in Section 82-1 for determining the number of containers that have to be visually examined. For
this PMR, a five percent tolerable exceedance rate is used. The hypergeometric test is then
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performed assuming a tolerable rate of five percent, and a known population size (i.e., number
of containers in a waste stream). This factor is needed to establish the necessary sample size.
In reality, the PMR does not allow five percent defects. Instead, a single defect results in
abandoning the hypergeometric process and then performs waste examination of 100 percent
of a waste stream .
Second, a 95 percent confidence is established. This is higher than the confidence established
in Section 82 and represents a conservative approach to establishing the mandated
subpopulation size.
The hypergeometric testing begins by assuming that zero drums are found to exceed the
requirements. This is a best-case scenario. Although, no exceedances will be allowed for
confirmation by waste examination for WIPP eligible waste, for larger sample sizes (100 or
more) a small number of exceedances can be observed and still meet the necessary confidence
limits as long as enough samples are taken . Conversely, small waste streams require that a
larger percentage of the waste stream needs to undergo waste examination to achieve the
necessary confidence level. For a 100-container population, sampling only ten percent or ten
containers would yield a 33 percent confidence, below the desired 95 percent confidence level
(UCL95 ) . It would be necessary to examine 45 drums in order to achieve a UCLss that fewer
than five percent of the containers have ignitable, corrosive, or reactive waste . Using the
structure of this hypergeometric model, examining a minimum of 60 containers would yield a 95
percent confidence that a prohibited item will be detected in any small waste stream or waste
stream lot up to 600 containers in size. Beyond this number, using a 10 percent sampling rate
assures greater than 95 percent confidence that a defect will be detected.
In order to capture this sampling approach, the PMR has simplified the requirement by
specifying 60 containers or 10 percent, whichever is greater.
If, during waste examination, ignitable, corrosive, or reactive waste is found in any of the
containers representing the waste stream or waste stream lot; the entire waste stream or waste
stream lot will undergo visual examination or radiography to ensure that no ignitable corrosive or
reactive waste is shipped to the WIPP.
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Class 3 Permit Modification Request
Implementing Section 311 of Pub. L. 108-137
Summary of Revised Text
March 18, 2004

B-3c Confirmation ofTRU Mixed Waste
•
Page B-18: All 1et1 ievably sto1ed waste containers will first be delineated into
waste sttea11ts using acceptable knowledge. Selected TRU mixed All retrievably
stored waste containers will be examined using 1adiogiaphy to confirm the
physical waste form (Summary Category Group), verify the waste is consistent
with the waste stream description, and to verify the absence of liquids in excess of
the TSDF-WAC limits and compressed gases prohibited items. At a minimum,
At a minimum, 60 containers or ten percent of waste containers randomly selected
from each waste stream or waste stream lot, whichever is greater, will be
confinned by radiography and/or VE. Confirmation shall be completed for all
selected containers from a TRU mixed waste stream or waste stream lot before
TRU mixed waste from that waste stream or waste stream lot can be stored or
disposed at WIPP:,except that any waste container that has been successfully
through confirmation can be shipped to the WIPP for disposal. If it is detennined
by radiography or VE that a selected container contains ignitable, corrosive, or
reactive waste or contains waste that does not match the waste stream description,
all (100 percent) subsequent containers in that waste stream will be subject to
confinnation.
•

Page B-19: Representativeness of containers selected for confirmation mnat
examination and waste subjected to homogeneous solids and soil/gravel sampling
and analysis will be validated by the generator/storage site and by the Permittees
during an audit (Permit Attachment B6) via examination of documentation that
shows that true random samples of a minimum of 60 containers, or ten percent,
whichever is greater, of the waste stream or waste stream lot were collected.
(Because representativeness is a quality characteristic that expresses the degree to
which a sample or group of samples represent the population being studied, the
random sampling of waste streams or waste stream lots is necessary for ensures
representativeness.)

B 1-a Methods Requirements (Radiography)
•
Page Bl -24: To perform When radiography is used as a confirmation method, the
waste container is scanned while the operator views the television screen. A n
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video/audio media recording audio/videotape or equivalently 11011-alterable medic!
is made of the waste container scan and is maintained as a non-permanent record.
Radiography, will be used on selected waste containers (i.e., a minimum of 60
containers or ten percent of the waste stream or waste stream lot, whichever is
greater) to verify that the physical characteristics of the TRU mixed waste
co1Tespond with the waste stream description as documented in the AK Summary
Report for that waste stream and to confinn the waste contains no ignitable,
corrosive, or reactive waste. A radiography data form is at-so-used to document
this information. the Waste Mattix Code and estin1ated waste material pa1cLmete1
weights of the waste. The estimated waste mateiial parameter and weights should
be determined by compiling an inventory of waste items, 1esidual materials, and
packaging materials. The items on this inventory should be sorted by waste
material pa1ameter and combined with a standatd weight look-up table to provide
an estimate of wc1ste material paiameter weights . Containers whose contents
prevent full examination of the remaining contents shall be subject to visual
examination unless the site certifies that visual examination would provide no
additional relevant information for that container.
B1-2a Method Requirements (VE)
•
Page B1-28: Visual examination shall be conducted to describe aH contents of a
waste container , and inclttdes estimated 01 meas med weights of the contents. and
will be used on selected waste containers {i.e., a minimum of 60 containers or ten
percent of the waste stream or waste stream lot, whichever is greater) to verify
that the physical characteristics of the TRU mixed waste correspond with the
waste stream desc1iption as documented in the AK Summary Report for that
waste stream and to confirm the waste contains no ignitable, corrosive, or reactive
waste. A VE data fom1 is used to document this infonnation. The description shall
clearly identify all discernible waste items, residttal materials, packaging
materials, or waste material parameters. Visual examination experts who are
experienced and trained shall assess the need to open individual bags or packages
of waste. If indi vidttal bags/packages are not opened, estimated weights shall be
recorded. Estimated weights shall be established dnough the ttse of historically
det iv ed waste weight tables and an estimation of the waste volumes. It may not be
possible to see through inner bags because of discoloration, dust, or because inner
containers are sealed. In these instances, documented acceptable knowledge may
be used to identify confirm the Waste Matrix Code waste stream description and
estimated waste material parameter weights.= If acceptable knowledge is
insufficient for individual bags/packages, actual weights of waste items, residttal
materials, packaging materials, or waste material pa1a111eters shall be 1ec01ded. All
visual examination activities shall be documented on video/audio media tape, or
confirmed by a second operator, who is equally trained in the requirements of this
section. to ensure correct reporting. and theThe results of all visual examination
shall be documented on visual examination data forms.
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B4-3d Requirements for Confirmation of Acc~table Knowledge Information
•
Page B4-12: At a minimum, 60 containers or ten percent of the waste containers
randomly selected from each waste stream or waste stream lot, whichever is
greater, will be confinned by radiography and/or VE. Confinnation shall be
completed for all selected containers from a TRU mixed waste stream or waste
stream lot before TRU mixed waste from that waste stream or waste stream lot
can be stored or disposed at WIPP. ff it is detennined by radiographv or VE that a
selected container contains ignitable, corrosive. or reactive waste or contains
waste that does not match the waste stream description, all subsequent containers
in that waste stream will be subject to confinnation. For those waste streams in
which all containers are subject to confinnation, containers from the waste stream
can be stored and disposed at WIPP prior to completing confirmation activities for
the entire waste stream as long as the confinnation for any container stored and
disposed at WIPP has been satisfactorily completed, including required data
validation and verification activities as described in Pennit Attachment B3 .
B6 Checklist: Item 152
•
Does the generator site have written procedures for the confirmation of all
acceptable knowledge information using analytical data, i11cludi11g headspace gas
data, sampling and analysis, and non destroctive assay, non-destructive
examination, and/or visual examination? Are these procedures developed for both
rehievably stored a11d 11ewly gene,ated waste? Do these procedure require the
following:

•
•

At a minimum, 60 containers or ten percent of waste containers randomly
selected from each waste stream or waste stream lot, whichever comes
first, will be confirmed by radiography and/or VE.
Confinnation shall be completed fot all selected containers frnm a TRU
mixed waste stream or waste stream lot before TRU mixed waste fr om

that waste stream or waste stream lot can be stored 01 disposed at \VIPP.

•
•

All waste containers that have been successfully through confirmation can
be shipped to the WIPP for disposal.

If it is detennined by radiography or VE that a selected container contains
ignitable, corrosive, or reactive waste or contains waste that does not
match the waste stream description, all (100 percent)subsequent containers
in that waste stream will be subject to confinnation.
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Overview
N 2 43:
•
All retrievably stored waste co11tainers will fit st be deli11eated into waste sheams
usi11g acceptable knowledge. Selected TRU mixed All retrievably stored waste
containers will be examined using radiogiaphy to confirm the physical waste form
(Summary Category Group), verify the waste is consistent with the waste stream
description, and to verify the absence ofl iguids in excess of the TSDF-WAC
limits and compressed gases prohibited items. At a minimum, 60 containers or
ten percent of waste containers randomly selected from each waste stream or
waste stream lot, whichever is greater, will be confinned by radiography and/or
VE. Confirmation shall be completed for all selected containers fiom a TRU
mixed waste stream 01 waste stream lot before TRU mixed waste ftom that waste
stream 01 waste stream lot can be sto1ed or disposed at WIPP . All waste
containers that have been successfully through confirmation can be shipped to the
WIPP for disposal. If it is determined by radiography or VE that a selected
container contains ignitable, corrosive, or reactive waste or contains waste that
does not match the waste stream description, all (100 percent) subsequent
containers in that waste stream will be subject to confirmation.
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•

Representativeness of containers selected for confirmation visual examination and
waste subjected to homogeneous solids and soil/gravel sampling and analysis will
be validated by the generator/storage site and by the Permittees during an audit
(Permit Attachment B6) via examination of documentation that shows that trnc
random samples of a minimum or 60 containers or ten percent of the waste stream
or waste stream lot, whichever is greater, were collected. (Because
representativeness is a quality characteristic that expresses the degree to which a
sample or group of samples represent the population being studied, the random
sampling of waste streams or waste stream lots is necessary for ensures
representativeness.)

•

Radiography, will be used on selected waste containers (i.e., a minimum of 60
containers or ten percent of the waste stream or waste stream lot, whichever is
eater to veri that the h sical characteristics of the TRU mixed waste
correspond with the waste stream description as documented in the AK Summaiy
Report for that waste stream and to confinn the waste contains no ignitable,
corrosive, or reactive waste. A radiography data form is ats-o-used to document
this infonnation.
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•
Visual examination shall be conducted to describe aH contents of a waste
containe1 , alld includes estimated or 111east11ed weights of the contents. and will be
used on selected waste containers (i.e., a minimum of 60 containers or ten percent
of the waste stream or waste stream lot, whichever is greater) to verify that the
physical characteristics of the TRU mixed waste correspond with the waste stream
description as documented in the AK Summary Report for that waste stream and
to confinn the waste contains no ignitable. corrosive, or reactive waste. A VE data
fonn is used to document this inforn1ation. Tl 1e desct iption shall cleady identify

all discernible waste items, 1esidual mateiials, packaging mate1ials, 01 waste
matet ial pat a111ete1 s.
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At a minimum, 60 containers or ten percent of waste containers randomlv selected
•
from each waste stream or waste stream lot whichever is
confinned by radiography and/or VE.
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eater will be

